Abstract
radiative effects (Lawson et al., 2001; Lihavainen et al., 2010) . 1
With regard to the cloud radiative effects, the upper top layer of boundary layer clouds is very important 2 because it dominates the overall cloud radiative properties (Ehrlich et al., 2009 ) and thus is a key for the 3 Arctic radiation balance (Stevens, 2005) . Platnick (2000) showed that for inhomogeneous liquid water 4
clouds the vertical weighting function of the reflected radiation has a maximum close below the cloud top. 5
For mixed-phase clouds Ehrlich et al. (2009) showed that a small fraction of ice crystals in the cloud top 6 layer may change the cloud top reflectivity significantly with possible consequences for the accuracy of 7 cloud remote sensing. Therefore, microphysical processes at cloud top, such as the cloud top entrainment, 8 are another critical issue which still needs proper representation in the numerical models. Cloud top 9 entrainment is driven by the evaporation inducing downward directed turbulent motion which then 10 entrains the cloud free air from above. And this is crucial for the lifetime of the entire cloud as well as the 11 radiative budget because the entrainment and its rates influence directly droplet size and thus reflectivity 12 in the visible. The main sources that produce turbulent energy at the cloud top are radiative cooling and 13 evaporative cooling (Pettersen 1938; Siems and Bretherton 1992 ). 14 In the past 20 years several aircraft campaigns were conducted to study the properties of arctic clouds: performed to characterize microphysical and optical properties of arctic clouds. The thermodynamic phase 24 of the detected clouds was estimated by measurements of the reflected solar radiation. Three different 25 methods were used to identify the ice phase in Arctic boundary layer clouds (Ehrlich et al., 2008) .
26
* In 2004, the Mixed-Phase Arctic Cloud Experiment (M-PACE) was conducted to study the 27 microphysical structure of Arctic mixed-phase clouds (Verlinde, 2007) . 28 * Two earlier campaigns were the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic (SHEBA) (Perovich et al., 2000) , 29 and the 30 * First ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) Regional Experiment Arctic Clouds 31 Experiment (FIRE ACE) (Curry et al., 1999) . The SHEBA campaign was conducted 1997-1998 to study 32 the heat transfer processes between the ice covered Arctic Ocean and the atmosphere. At the same time, in 33
April -July 1998, the FIRE ACE campaign was performed to improve (a) the satellite retrieval of cloud 34 and surface characteristics in the Arctic, and (b) the representation of Arctic clouds and radiation in 35 general circulation models. For this purpose, four aircraft were equipped with instrumentation as described 36
in Curry et al. (1999) . 37
During FIRE ACE, cloud particle SDs of Arctic boundary layer clouds were studied. Monomodal SDs 38 were mostly observed under adiabatic and homogeneous liquid water cloud conditions whereas bimodal 39
SDs appeared near the cloud top, when the temperature and liquid water content profiles indicated non-40 adiabatic and inhomogeneous cloud conditions (Lawson et al., 2001 ). Mixed-phase clouds, which consist 41 of liquid and ice phase particles, appear mainly in the autumn and springtime. Boundary layer clouds 42 containing ice and liquid water were typically detected in May in an altitude range from 150 to 1200 m 43 (Lawson et al., 2001 ). The detected ice particles have diameters between 8 µm and 1 mm while liquid 44 cloud droplets mostly are in a size range of tens of micrometers with maximum droplet number 1 concentrations of 500 cm -3 (Curry et al., 1996) . 2
The purpose of this study is to analyze in further detail the microphysical properties inside and at the top 3 of the boundary layer stratus clouds in the Beaufort Sea area with emphasis on the occurrence of 4 monomodal and bimodal distributions and the connection to turbulent mixing processes at the cloud top 5 levels. 6 7 8 9 10
shape to minimize the impact of shattering on the measurement (Korolev et al., 2013) . Furthermore, the 1 instrument records the particle-by-particle (PbP) data which allows for excluding collection periods 2 potentially affected by shattering (Field et al., 2003; Field et al., 2006 and analyze the captured images in order to estimate particle number concentrations, particle SDs, and to 6 differentiate particle shapes (Korolev, 2007 ). 7
The Sky-OPC is a Series 1.129 aerosol spectrometer manufactured by Grimm Aerosol Technik GmbH 8 (see http://www.grimm-aerosol.com/en/), which determines the aerosol particle number concentrations 9 within 31 size channels and the particle sizes from 250 nm up to 32 µm. However, due to the sampling 10 inlet efficiency of the applied (solid diffuser) aerosol inlet (Huebert et al., 2004) for the POLAR 5, only 11 aerosol particles of up to 1 µm in diameter are representatively sampled from the ambient air. Individual 12 particles are detected by their light scattering signal within an angular range from 60 to 120 degrees of a 13 diode-laser with a wavelength of 655 nm. The geometry of the instrument is less sensitive to the refractive 14 index than a narrow-cone forward scattering instrument. Nevertheless, because an inlet with a tube system 15 inside the aircraft is used, the detected aerosol at the instrument is much drier than outside the aircraft. The 16 sampling was such that particles were heated to temperatures more than 20 °C above ambient before the 17 size measurement of the OPC. The standard integration time of the Sky-OPC for one SD has been set to 6 18 seconds for the VERDI flights. Particle SDs recorded by several in-situ instruments show a good 19 agreement in the overlapping size ranges between 250 nm and 6.4 mm.
20
The Airborne Mobile Aerosol LiDAR (AMALi) emits laser pulses into the atmosphere and measures 21 backscatter from air molecules and aerosols at the wavelengths 532 nm and 355 nm, as well as 22 depolarization at 532 nm. Here the measurement at 532 nm is used to characterize the spatial structure of 23 aerosol and cloud layers. During VERDI AMALi was operated in nadir pointing mode with a vertical 24 resolution of up to 7.5 m and a maximum temporal resolution of 1 s.
25
To identify the liquid phases during the campaign we used the NIXE-CAPS instrument which is able to 26 discriminate between spherical and aspherical particles based on measurements of the polarization of laser 27 light scattered by single particles. With this instrument it is possible to identify glaciated hydrometeors 28 within the size range from 0.6 µm to 950 µm. 29
30

Observations 31
Features inside the Arctic boundary layer clouds 32
During VERDI, thirteen measurement flights were performed around Inuvik and above the Beaufort Sea 33 which was partly covered with ice. The probed super-cooled liquid water clouds which are the subject of 34 this study were primarily observed after May 8, 2012 . Before that time only mixed phase clouds, 35 occasionally including with glaciated hydrometeors as large as 6 mm, were encountered during the 36 observations. 37
The flight path of Flight 11 on 15 May 2012, is shown in Figure 1 , where a cloud layer was observed 38 between 69.8° and 70.5° latitude (marked by the red line) in an altitude interval between 630 and 1060 m 39 above sea level. Figure 2 Figure 3 shows a time series of the aerosol number 28 concentration (Figure 3a ) and the droplet geometric mean diameter (Figure 3b) . The altitude profile shown 29
in Figure 3a and b was flown with a heading to the north which is also marked by the red line in Figure 1 .
30
Inside the cloud and during ascent between 20:08 and 20:22 UTC the droplet geometric mean diameter 31 increased with altitude while the aerosol number concentration decreased.
32
The increasing size of the cloud droplets is also obvious in Figure 4a -4c where the narrow and monomodal 33
SDs from different altitudes are displayed. The modal droplet diameter grows continuously from 12 to 34 20 µm with altitude. Calculations for diffusional droplet growth, which are based on the set of four 35 differential equations given in Pruppacher and Klett (2010) including released latent heat conduction to 36 the air and back to the droplets, provide the necessary time for the droplets to grow from 12 µm to 20 µm 37 under the given ambient conditions. Assuming values for the relative humidity of 100.15%, 100.10%, and 38 100.08% the calculations indicate growth times of 7, 15 and 37 minutes, respectively, which is well within 39 the range of lifetimes for such clouds or cloud fragments. Under the assumption that the vertical updraft is 40the studied case, this implies that the vertical updrafts have to be smaller than 1 m/s or circulations effects 1 like those described in Korolev and Field (2008) must occur to maintain the cloud depth. 2
The monomodal shape of the SDs and the monotonic increase of their modal peak is comparable with 3 observations by Lawson et al. (2001) , who explained their appearance by adiabatic ascent of in-cloud air. 4
As shown in Figure 2d , deviations between the measurements and the expected adiabatic LWC due to an 5 adiabatic ascent are obvious and indicate that the in-cloud air does not experience fully adiabatic 6 conditions in our case. Continuous ascent throughout a certain altitude range implies averaging over an 7 extended section of the linear flight path inside the cloud. This may have contributed to the deviations as it 8 differs from a real vertical profile above one specific location. 9 10
Inside the transition zone at the cloud top, bimodal SDs with a second mode around 10 µm are observed, 11 as shown in Figure 5c . This phenomenon was encountered only in the transition zone of the cloud during Besides the cloud droplets, also aerosol particles were measured during the VERDI campaign by using the 27 Sky-OPC and AMALi. pointed out substantial changes of cloud top height can occur during a flight. This is the case here too (see 41 Figure 6a ) because at the end of the displayed flight segment the cloud top height is approximately 300 m 42 lower than at the beginning. In order to highlight the differences compared to other atmospheric 43
conditions, the lower panel shows the data of 
Spatial distribution of the droplets from the bimodal size distributions 1
To exclude the possibility that the bimodal SDs are result of a sampling artifact caused by time-averaging 2 over spatially separated particle populations with different size modes, the PbP data from the CDP were 3 examined. In this way the sizes and the exact detection times for consecutive single detected particles 4
become available. Figure 8a shows a plot based on PbP analysis for data collected during a 3. to about 20 m of flight distance within the cloud. To illustrate the mixing state of both modes, the detected 13 particles are labeled with two colors. The red color dots represent particles where the previously detected 14 particle was from the same size mode. The black dots mark particles where the previously detected 15 particle originated from the other mode. If the aircraft had moved through one patch of air containing only 16
Mode 1 particles (like in the SDs of Figure 4 ) and afterwards through a different air parcel with mostly 17 droplets from Mode 2 -for example because the two parcels were from different entrainment filaments-, 18 then a bimodal SD might result from data averaging over a sufficiently long flight path stretch. In this case 19
the PbP "arrival time analysis", however, would have revealed such effects. To investigate the mixing of 20 the two modes on such scales a statistical approach is used by comparing the probabilities of black and red 21 dots to those of an ideal mixing state where particles from any of the two modes are detected at random.
22
The probability of detecting two successive particles from two different size modes in a fully random 23 process is: 24 , the mean distance between two detected particles is roughly 35 10 cm. It can be concluded that within this detection rate, limited by the nearly one-dimensional sample 36 volume of the instrument, both size modes are well mixed on the decimeter scale. Figure 8b provides 37 similar data based on PBP analysis from the same flight at an earlier time. Apparently here the black and 38 red dots are mostly clustered either in Mode 1 or in Mode 2. Thus the two modes were sampled as disjoint 39 droplet populations. Averaging over the corresponding flight stretch would deliver a bimodal distribution 40 although both modes are in separate cloud droplet populations. This demonstrates how potential sampling 41 artefacts resulting from averaging can be identified by PbP analyses.
42
Further bimodal SDs from Flight 9 and Flight 13 were examined this way and also integrated in Figure 9 .
43
In summary, four bimodal SDs (marked by circles) seem to result from well mixed air parcels. For the 44 other three bimodal SDs, the agreement with the uniform distribution is less pronounced which suggests 1 clustering of particles in each single mode (on sub-meter scale). In these mostly clustered cases, the cloud 2 droplets essentially were sampled from two disjoint particle ensembles. 
Theoretical considerations and modeling 6
We first consider the possibility that the entrainment of dry aerosols from the free atmosphere might lead 7 to cloud droplet nucleation, and the formation of the second mode in the SD (around 10 µm). This where the particle numbers from inside the cloud match those of the aerosol particles from above the 23 cloud could not be performed here because our instruments did not cover a brought enough size range.
24
In this section we describe Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) model calculations and results in order to 25 try to explain the observed bimodal SDs in the cloud top entrainment zone. The main assumption is that 26 the bimodal SDs result from the turbulent mixing dynamics at the stratocumulus top, which is supported 27 by the fact that all bimodal SDs were observed close to the cloud top, in contrast to the monomodal SDs 28 encountered inside the cloud. Direct Numerical Simulations were adopted (rather than e.g. Large Eddy in turn considerably enhance the turbulent mixing at the cloud top, depending on the thermodynamic 37 properties of the cloud and adjacent free atmosphere. In some cases a horizontal wind shear can be strong 38 enough to contribute or even dominate the mixing process. 39
As next step, three-dimensional direct numerical simulations (DNS) of a mixing layer were used in order 40 to test the hypothesis that turbulent mixing and evaporation can explain the bimodal SDs. 41
Mellado (2010) Bretherton et al. (2007)). For this reason those processes are probably not strong enough to change 10 qualitatively the small-scale mixing behavior. 11
12
The set of governing equations is based on the one-moment bulk scheme described in de Lozar and 13
Mellado (2013b). The equations are further simplified by linearizing the buoyancy and the saturation-14 vapor-pressure functions around a reference state. The resulting formulation is equivalent to the one 15 presented by Bretherton (1987) , and is subject of a forthcoming manuscript. In this approximation the 16 saturation-vapor-pressure function is linear, and therefore the isobaric condensation mixing is neglected.
17
The long-wave radiation model is a one dimensional model, that assumes that radiation only propagates in the width of the simulation domain is 270 m and the resulting grid spacing in the region of interest is 28 26 cm. 29 Figure 11 shows a vertical cross section from our simulations, in which the liquid water density ranges 30 from 0.0 g/kg (blue) to 0.325 g/kg (white). Turbulence and mixing are evident in the transition zone 31 between the cloudy air and the free dry atmosphere, as it is typical for stratocumulus clouds. In the 32 transition zone the entrained air concentrates on some regions that are indicated by red squares in 33 Figure 11 . We specify these regions as holes, in analogy to the liquid free regions observed by Gerber et the holes in our simulations contain more liquid water and stay closer to the cloud top. These differences 36 are explained by the relatively high humidity of the free atmosphere measured in the flight of 15 May 37 2012 (RH = 59%) above the cloud. The potential for evaporation is lower and therefore it is not surprising 38 that some liquid water droplets still are present in the holes after the mixing process. Given the 39 combination of low cloud water concentration and still enough water vapor in the free atmosphere, the 40 evaporative cooling is expected to be low. As a consequence the air in the holes is mostly positively 41 buoyant, and the holes have a tendency to remain close to the cloud top.
42
Our hypothesis is that the bimodal SDs shown in Figure 5c are a result of the mixing within the holes. For 43 testing we simulated the SD that an aircraft would measure in our model, when flying close to the cloud 44 top (black line in Figure 11 ). The mean diameter of the droplets in each grid box was calculated using the 45 liquid water from the simulations and a droplet number concentration N = 70 cm -3 as measured e.g. in 1 Figure 2 . For the last 70 m (equivalent to 1 second of flight time for the POLAR 5) of the simulated plane 2 trajectory (including the big hole highlighted by the bounding box) the SD shows a bimodal shape (see 3 Figure 13 ) which at least qualitatively agrees with the measured ones in Figure 5c . Even though the 4 minima between the two modes in the SDs are 4 µm apart and the number concentrations of the large 5 droplet mode are quite different the SD are similar enough to suggest that the evaporation of droplets in 6 the holes causes the bimodality. 7
The second mode in the SDs in the simulations can be explained if we assume that the large-scale 8 dynamics of each hole are dominated by a single large eddy, while the rapid mixing inside the holes is due 9 to much smaller turbulent eddies. The time scale of the large eddy determines the mixing and composition 10 inside a hole, defining a typical droplet diameter: Large eddies are able to capture large quantities of dry 11 air resulting in a small typical droplet diameter, while smaller eddies are characterized by larger droplet 12 diameters. This can be seen in Figures 11 and 12 where large and small holes occur. For example the 13 rightmost red box in Figure 11 contains such a large hole (i.e. a large parcel of drier air) yielding in the 14 simulation many small "Mode 2" droplets. Most likely the second mode with the smaller droplets in the 15 SD represents the typical droplet diameter of the hole in a bounding box, whereas the first, larger droplet 16 mode corresponds to cloud droplets that have not yet been mixed. A second simulation for a different 17 flight sequence from Flight 13 also yielded to a good agreement between measured and calculated SD. 
Conclusions 31
The VERDI campaign was performed to study microphysical and radiative properties of Arctic boundary 32 layer clouds in the Beaufort Sea area. Previous microphysical measurements have shown the occurrence 33 of monomodal and bimodal size distributions caused by adiabatic ascent and activation of new CCN, 34 which were entrained. In the VERDI campaign similar size distributions were observed in boundary layer 35 stratus and stratocumulus clouds during three flights including monomodal size distributions with the 36 modal peak size varying between 12 and 22 µm dependent on altitude within the cloud. Measurements of 37 the LWC indicate deviations from adiabatic conditions and, therefore, entrainment processes at the top of 38 the penetrated cloud deck play a role. LiDAR and aerosol instruments above the cloud layers showed a 39 well mixed aerosol particle population which can be classified as dry Arctic background aerosol. In the 40
cloud transition zone at altitudes between 990 and 1060 m a change from monomodal towards bimodal 41 cloud droplet size distributions was observed. A method adopting particle-inter-arrival-times was applied 42 to study the mixing progress between both droplet modes ultimately demonstrating that for four of seven 43 cases with bimodal droplet size distributions a nearly uniform mixing process prevailed. This means that 44 an artifact due to (flight) time averaging over two spatially separated particle population can be excluded 1 down to scales of a decimeter. The other cases indicate a sampling from two disjoint particle ensembles. 
